Knowledge is the strategic resource for the organization. Knowledge map is an important tool for knowledge sharing. Providing the personalized knowledge map based on the preference of users can ease the burden of learning the knowledge map and facilitate the finding of the required knowledge. The tagging to documents reflects the user's preference of classification. In the paper, the approach to the personalized knowledge map construction based on the collaborative tagging is proposed. Firstly, the weight of the tag in documents is identified. Secondly, the similarity of users on the preference of classification is defined and then users that have the similar classification preference are identified to expand the current user's preference of personalized classification. Then the text vector of document and text similarity is identified. Afterwards, the knowledge is clustered according to both the personalized classification similarity and text similarity. Finally, the topics of each cluster are identified. In the topic identification, both the weight of the term in the text and the weight of the term in the tags are integrated. The experiment shows that proposed method is feasible and performs well.
owner's brain [11] , [12] . Since explicit knowledge can be transformed into an electronic format more easily than implicit knowledge, it is often a core part in the implementation of knowledge management. With the accumulation of the explicit knowledge, the knowledge explosion occurs and it is more and more difficult to find the appropriate knowledge for the user [13] , [14] . Therefore, there need an efficient way to find the required knowledge more quickly and easily. Knowledge map is the commonly used tool to facilitate the retrieving and understanding of the explicit knowledge [15] . It organizes the scattered knowledge and presents them in meaningful categorizations. Users can look for the knowledge by categories through the knowledge map. It facilitates the finding of knowledge and makes the knowledge finding more easily [16] .
The construction of the knowledge map attracts many researchers and many important processes have been made [17] [18] [19] [20] . For example, the genetic algorithm, information retrieval, and multi-dimension scaling method are integrated to construct topic knowledge maps [17] . Both information retrieval technique and data mining technique are used to developed knowledge map [18] . An improved interface combining a 1D alphabetical hierarchical list and a 2D Self-Organizing Map island display are integrated to construct the knowledge map [19] . The classification preferences of each person are not identical. Because of the different background knowledge, they always have their own classification preferences. Providing the personalized knowledge map can ease the burden to learn the knowledge map and facilitate the finding of required knowledge. The personalized knowledge map construction method in knowledge management systems is proposed [20] . However, in the method, the number of documents that are tagged by the single person is limited and the weight of tag is not discriminated in the study. In order to resolve the problems and provide the personalized knowledge map for the user, we proposed the personalized knowledge map construction approach. Firstly, we define the weight of the tags. The classification similarity between documents is given. Then the users that have the similar preferences are found to extend the preferences. Afterwards, the text similarity between documents is defined. After that, the knowledge is clustered based on the text similarity and personalized classification similarity. Finally the topic of each cluster is identified.
The rest of the paper is organized as following. In the following section, the research on the knowledge map and text clustering are discussed. In the third section, the approach to the personalized knowledge map construction is given. In the fourth section, the experiment and the results are provided. Finally, conclusions are provided.
II. LITERAL REVIEW

A. Knowledge Map
Knowledge map refer to the organization of lots of documents based on the classification characteristics of documents. In the knowledge map, the documents or the information of the documents are organized by categories. Users can find the knowledge or the place of the knowledge by browsing categories. It is the popular used tool for the knowledge management and attracts the attention of many researchers.
For example, the knowledge map is used to represent organizational knowledge [21] . In the study, a practical six step method for capturing and representing the knowledge in organizations is given. The case study in a manufacturing company is given to illustrate the proposed method. For the study of knowledge map in tourist destinations, in the work [22] , the author compares knowledge maps of four destination types which are city, mountain, historic and island resort tourism. He advises that public sector should be involved in the construction of the tourist destination knowledge depository. In the work proposed in [23] , the method to develop the workflow based knowledge map is given. In the constructed process-perspective knowledge map, both the structure of processes and tasks defined in workflow are used. In the study the prototype is developed and applied in the automobile industry. Aiming to organize the knowledge on P2P networks, the visualized cognitive knowledge map method is proposed [24] . In the method, the self-organized map is extended to merge the other peers' documents visually. In order to construct the knowledge map for construction industry, the knowledge map model is constructed to build knowledge map, which includes five steps in the model [25] . The first step is to identify problems. The second step is to discuss with experts and users. After that, classification structure is established. Then the document base is constructed. Finally, the display model is determined. Moreover, in the study, the knowledge map model system is developed to assist the knowledge map reused and shared in the practical processes.
B. Text Clustering
With the exponential growth of knowledge, how to organize text data efficiently and effectively arises as an important problem. Text clustering is an important tool to solve the problem. Text clustering means the clustering of documents based on the predefined similarity metrics without predefined categories [26] . The common characteristic of text classification and text clustering is that the documents are organized into categories. The main different is whether there are the predefined categories [27] , [28] . KNN is a simple but effective method for text categorization and clustering. It has been popular used in the text clustering and classification [29] [30] [31] .
In text clustering, it is based on the assumption that the similarity degree of documents in the same cluster is the highest, while in different clusters to the lowest. In the text clustering, the document is selected as the centroid of the cluster. Then the other documents are classified into clusters according to the similarity between the document and the cluster. The document is classified into the cluster that has the highest similarity. Then the representation of the cluster is updated.
The detailed processes of the document clustering based on the KNN include the following steps [32] . 1) Create a new empty cluster and read a document as the centroid of the cluster. 2) If there are no documents left in the document collection, go to (4), otherwise read a new document and calculate the similarity between the new document and all the clusters.
3) The new document is classified into the cluster that has the highest similarity and the value of the similarity is larger than the predefined new document. Then the cluster is updated. Otherwise, go to (1). 4) Stop the clustering and the created cluster are the clustering results.
III. THE APPROACH TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF PERSONALIZED KNOWLEDGE MAP
The classification preferences are not identical for users. Each user has his personalized classification preference. The tagging reflects the user's personalized classification preferences. The documents that the user considered belonging to the same categorize will be tagged the same tag. The tagging can be used to get the user's personalized classification preferences. The documents that have the same tag represent the user think they are relevant. In fact, the number of documents that one user tagged is limited because of the limit of knowledge scope. Each user can only classify part of documents. The other users that have the similar classification preference can be used to expand the classified documents of the current user.
Therefore, we need to find similar users. After that, the knowledge can be clustered. In the clustering, not only the textual similarity but also the personalized classification similarities are used. The detail steps of the approach are given as follows.
Step 1. Determination of the weight of tags The tags on documents have different weigh for the classification of the document. The less tag the document has, the more important of the tag for the document. The tag which less documents uses represents the documents that have the tag have the special similar characteristic of the classification. In the determination of the weight, based on the idea TFIDF [33] , the weight ij w of the tag i t for document j dD  can be calculated by
where, j NT means the number of tags that the document j d has, NAD denotes number of documents in the collection D , i NTD represents the number of documents that have the tag i t .
Step 2. Calculation of the personalized classification similarity between documents
International Journal of Knowledge Engineering, Vol. 1, No. 3, December 2015 The personalized classification similarity between the documents , ij d d D  is determined by the same tags along with the weight that the documents have. Since the same tag may mean differently for different users. In the step, same tags refer to the tags given by the same user. Therefore, the personalized classification similarity between documents ,
where, i T and j T represent the tags that the document i d and j d have respectively, ki w and kj w represent the weight of tags k t for document i d and j d .
Step 3. Deriving the similarity of users in the personalized classification of documents
We use the term vector to represent the personalized classification characteristics of users. Each element in the vector is the personalized classification information between the two documents. The classification information is represented by the weight of classification similarity between two documents. That is, in the calculation of the similarity between documents, we just take the personalized classification information into consideration but not whether the two tags are the same between users.
Therefore, the similarity between the user x u and user y u can be derived by where, n is the number of documents in the document collection, i d , j d represents the two documents in the document collection.
In the equation, we can see that the both belongings to the same category and not belonging to the same category are considered. That is, besides the two documents that are deemed relevant by both users, the two documents that are deemed irrelevant by both users also reflects the personalized classification similarity.
Step
Deriving the weight of terms in documents
We use the term vector to represent the document. In the vector, each element is the term in the document along with the weight. The weight is calculated by the TFIDF method [33] .
In the method, the terms that exist more in the document and exits less in the other documents represents the terms are important to the documents and the higher weight needs to be got.
The weight ij w of the term i W for document j d can be defined as [33] log max( )
where, F ij means the occurrence times of the term W i in the document j d , i m represents the number of documents that contains the term i W , D N is the number of documents in the collection D .
Step 5. Deriving the text similarity between documents The documents that terms in which has the similar weights are considered similar.
So, the text similarity between documents , where, ki w and kj w represent the weights of term k for the document i d and j d , P represents the number of terms.
Step 5. Personalized document clustering The KNN method [32] is extended to cluster the documents to construct the personalized knowledge map. The key steps in the KNN method are the determination of the similarity between the cluster and the document.
In the calculation of the similarity, both the personalized classification similarity and the text similarity are considered simultaneously.
The similarity between the document i d and the cluster j C can be derived by parameter of the degree of personalization. If the user prefer more on the personalization, then the  can be given a larger value. If the two documents have the same tag that are given by the current user, the similarity between users is set value one. If the two documents that do not have the same tag given by the current user, the similarity between the user and the other user is used.
In the updating of each cluster, only the text vector needs to be updated. In the calculation of the similarity on the personalized classification, the similarity is derived by the International Journal of Knowledge Engineering, Vol. 1, No. 3, December 2015 similarity between the new document and each document in the cluster.
Step 6. Identification of topic words in each cluster In the identification of topic words, not only the weight of the term in the tags but also theweight in the cluster is integrated.
By extending the idea of TFIDF [33] , the weight T ij w of the term i in the cluster j can be derived by the integration of the weight w ij w in the cluster and the weight t ij w in the tags, which is shown as
where, ij F is the occurrence times of term i in the text of cluster j , C N is the number of clusters, i m is the number of clusters that have the term i in the text, ij G is the occurrence times of term i in tags of the cluster j , C N is the number of clusters, i g is the number of clusters that have the term i in the tags,  is the adjusting parameter of the importance of the personalization.
IV. EXPERIMENT
In the experiment, there are about 174 documents are collected. They are classified into four categories manually and parts of document are tagged. Then we compare the accuracy between text classification and the personalized classification. Firstly, we use the KNN method to cluster the documents and construct the knowledge map. Then, we use the proposed method to cluster the documents and construct the personalized knowledge map. The accuracy is defined as the ratio of number of the correct classified documents to the number of documents in the category. In the four categories, the max improvement of accuracy is 14.03%, and the average of the improvement of accuracy is 5.75%. From the experiment results, we see that the proposed method is feasible and performance well. It makes the knowledge map be fitter for the personalized classification preference of users.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In the paper, the approach to the construction of personalized knowledge map is proposed. The importance weights of tag for the different classification of documents are not the same. So firstly, the weight of the tag is identified. Then the classification similarity between documents is proposed. Considering the documents that one user tagged is limited, the users that have the similar preference of classification are found. After that the text similarity between documents are identified. Then traditional KNN method is extended to construction the personalized knowledge map by the integration of both the text similarity and personalized classification similarity. Moreover, the topic words of each cluster are identified. The experimental results show the proposed method performs better than the traditional method in the knowledge map construction.
